Abstract. We propose a framework to reconstruct human motion based on monocular camera video and motion database. In this framework, we use silhouettes for rough motion estimation based on a set of discriminative features and search motion database to find out the exact motion clips that meet with the video content. We model motion as a first-order Markov process. The transition probabilities between motion clips are preprocessed with consideration of the continuousness and smoothness of human motion. To eliminate the discontinuities between motion clips, we also adopt a seamless motion stitch method using multiresolution analysis technique. We verify the effectiveness of our method by reconstructing trampoline sports video as an example. The reconstruction results are visually comparable to those motions obtained by a commercial motion capture system in the premise that similar motions are included in the motion database.
Introduction
The popularities of three-dimensional sports simulation and assistant training systems have demonstrated that generating natural human motion is an important problem. This problem has been solved by motion capture equipments. Motion capture data provides all the detail and nuance of live motion for all degrees of freedom of a simulated athlete. However, this solution is far too expensive for commercial use. It is also cumbersome, requiring the user to wear over 40 carefully positioned retroreflective makers and skin-tight clothing. Moreover, motion capture, as an intrusive method, will turn out to be a hindrance to the performance of athletes to some extend. On the other hand, video, especially from monocular camera, is the main medium to record sport motions. Compared to motion capture data, sports video is easier to obtain and non-intrusive. In this paper we propose a framework of motion synthesis from monocular camera. (Fig.1) . In this framework, a motion database is set up with motion capture system previously. Given a video, the silhouettes and camera viewpoint are extracted. Synthetic silhouettes will be extracted by rendering a three dimensional human model at a plane using each frame motion data at the same viewpoint with video. We match the real silhouettes with synthetic ones, and corresponding motion clips will be retrieved. We keep K-closest matched motion clips and try to find the most probable motion sequence. To ensure the naturalness of results, a motion stitch algorithm is applied to stitch the matched clips. Vision processing supplies partial information about the user's movement, and domain knowledge from the motion database supplements the necessary information to allow user's movement to be inferred. 
Research Background

Human Motion Database
The database must be large enough that good mappings can be found as needed. We construct a large and complete trampoline motion database using a Vicon optical motion capture system with twelve 120Hz Mx-40 cameras. And we use a standard biomechanical marker set with 42 markers.The motion database contains 62 motions of trampoline sports, which are 40383 frames in total. Each motion frame contains the position and orientation of root node (pelvis) and relative joint angles of 19 joints, omitting the finger joints. These joints are head, neck, thorax, waist, pelvis, and left and right clavicle, shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee and ankle. A motion is a time-varying function which provides a pose of an articulated figure at a time. We denote the position of root by a three-dimensional vector and the orientations by unit quaternion. We denote a motion by 
Silhouettes Matching
The silhouettes from video must be compared to the synthetic ones from threedimensional motion database. So the first thing we need to do is extracting camera viewpoint from video. Utilizing virtual-true comparison technique of Qiu [8] , the extrinsic parameters of camera are calculated by using feature 3D reconstruction, by which the viewpoint of the virtual scene is adjusted automatically to be the same as the video's. How to describe the similarity between silhouettes is key to silhouette matching. Our previous work (Qiu [10] ) selected one Hu moment and four affine moments as global statistical features of silhouette images: 7 1 2 3 4 ( , , , , )
We denote the sequence of silhouettes from the video as a time-varying signal:
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Given two silhouettes i Accordingly, the difference between two silhouette signals of equal length L is :
We use every frame in motion database to drive the virtue athlete and then synthetic silhouettes corresponding with those 3D frames will be gotten. One synthetic silhouette corresponds to one frame of motion. Then the feature vector of synthetic silhouettes, as defined above, can be computed. We extend the motion database by adding the silhouette vectors to the corresponding motion frames. Extended motion database is denoted as:
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By matching synthetic silhouettes with real ones, the corresponding motion data will be found. Since at present we use video with fixed camera, so the extension of motion database need to be processed only once. In our system, we divide silhouette signals both from video and from motion database into clips of equal length and then compare the video clips with synthetic ones. We find difference between the video clip being matched and each synthetic clips using Equation (4), and keep the K closest matches. The length of clips should be carefully chosen. Too short clips will turn out to be a heavy burden to path finding and motion stitch while too long clips might lead to unsatisfactory matching results. Moreover, in real time application, too long clips will introduce a long delay. In our application, the length we choose is 25 frames. We save more matching results than the closest match because more consideration should be taken than just how close the silhouette clips is to the synthetic ones. We must take into consideration which clips come first and next and how smoothness between them.
Motion Synthesis
Path finding
Now we need to find a path to pass through the possible matches and form a continuous motion. Our criteria is to choose the path with largest probability. We model the motion data as a first-order Markov process, so the transition from one clip to the next depends only on the current clip. To measure the transition probability between motion clips, we create a probability matrix, the th ij component of which gives the probability for clip i to transfer to clip j .
For the two clips which are consecutive originally, the transition between them is likely to be pleasing. So, we set one to the probability between this kind of clips. For the clips which are not consecutive, we estimate the probability by measuring the difference at the stitching point, that is, the last frame of clip i and the first frame of clip j . Inspired by the work presented in Lee [5] , we define the j i th component as: The difference between pose is defined as:
The difference between velocities at the stitch point is defined as:
Here, the first subscript is for Clip, the second for Frame, and superscript is for joint.
For example, 
Motion Stitch
Now that we have the most probable path, the ends of clips may still have discontinuities. A transition might be noticeable if the motion clips simply jumped from one to another, so we need to stitch them seamlessly. In this section, we adopted a motion stitch algorithm under the framework of multiresolution motion analysis proposed by Lee [12] .
As we know the motion data captured by motion capture system are realistic and highly detailed. We decompose the original data into an overall motion signal and a sequence of different level of details. Then we respectively stitch the base signals, and levels of details. Finally, we compose the stitched base signal and stitched levels of details into a stitched highly detailed motion. Let 
Experiments
We implement our method on an Intel Pentium IV 2.8GHz 512MB PC. Experiments of our method are done with a trampoline sport video. The reconstructed threedimensional motion sequence is shown in Fig. 3 . The first column is video sequence, the second is the silhouettes extracted from video. The third, the forth and the fifth columns are the reconstruction results. The third is the final matched synthetic silhouettes, the forth is the corresponding three dimensional motion poses at the same viewpoint with the video, the fifth is the same motion poses viewed at a different viewpoint. Experiments are also done to demonstrate the effectiveness of motion stitch method. (Fig. 2) At the boundary of two clips, they are smoothly stitched and the angular (linearly) velocities are also quite fair.
Conclusion and Future work
We have presented a method of motion synthesis in motion reconstruction based on video and verified the effectiveness of our method by trampoline video reconstruction. The results are visually comparable with motion capture data recorded by motion capture system. The major limitation of this method is that it requires a large and high quality motion database that similar motions in video are included. We believe that it is not a serious problem because in many applications the types of human behavior are limited. Another drawback of our method as it currently stands is the method for breaking the silhouette signal into clips. Now we divide the signal into clips of equal length. Though we have made the video frame rate be the same with motion data, this strategy is somewhat arbitrary. What is important is that both the real silhouette signal and synthetic one are broken at analogous locations. We are working to remedy this deficiency. 
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